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Tau Beta Pi Initiates Seven
Top Students Of Engineering

%
Dr. Crouch Will Deliver
/
Address In Chapel; Grads/
Plan To Wear Caps, Gowns
■*■

DAVID H. BANKS, WTLLIAM H. MOORE, ROBERT G. FRIAR, JAMES G. HIC KERSON

Banks Elected Head Of Sophomores;
Moore To Fill Vice President Post
Ballots Number Less Hipp To Head Forensic Society;
Than Thirty Per Cent
Of Class Membership Twelve New Members Are Initiated
David H. Banks, industrial physics major of St. Matthews, was
elected president of the sophomore class, defeating Earle E.
Morris, arts and sciences major
of Pickens.
In the race for the vice-presidency, William H. Moore, arts
and sciences student from Sandy
Springs, won out over Leo E.
Kirven. pre-medical major from
Pinewood.
Robert G. Friar, textile engineermg student from Montmorenci, defeated William R Traylor,
agriculture major from Ridgeway
for the job of secretary-treasurer
and James G. Hickerson,
arts and sciences major
from
Grensboro, N. C, defeated Winston Y. Godwin, mechanical engineering student from Summerton, for historian.
In the balloting, which was held
in the guard room under the auspices of the junior class officers,
295 of the school's 1000 sophomores voted, or almost 30 per
cent of th second-year men.
The newly-elected
president,
an honor student, was president
of the freshman class last year
and holds the rank of Cadet Sergeanjt-Major in the ROTC unit.

June Graduates
To Receive Two
Morris Medals
When Commencement
Exercises are held here next June for
aproximately 300 seniors of this
institution's post-war class, two
outstanding graduates will be recipients of the Norris MedaL a
traditional commencement award.
One of the Norris Medals to be
awarded in June will be presented an outstanding graduate of the
1946 class; the second medal will
be received by an outstanding
graduate of the period from June
1943 through graduation exercises of February 1947.
In pre-war yea*s the Medal
was awarded annually to
the
Clemson senior who, in the opinion of the Clemson Scholarship
and Awards Committee, had the
most outstanding collegiate record, considering both scholastic
achievement and extra curricular activity.
The Norris Medal was made
possible by the Hon. D. K. Norris, a life trustee of Clemson
College.

Claude J. Hipp, arts and
sciences senior of Greenwood, has
been elected president of Clemson's fifty year old debating organization, the Calhoun Forensic
Society. Six other club officers
were elected, and eleven new members were formally tapped.
Harry R. Mays, civil engineer
senior of Columbia, was elected
v ce-president; Talley S. Fox. arts
and sciences junior of Charleston,
was named secretary; an3 I. S.
siobodien, arts and sciences senior
of piainfield, New Jersey, was
elected treasurer.
Other officers elected were M.
A. Smithwick, mechanical, • engineering sophomore of Lancaster,
sergeant at arms, S. B. Farbenstein, chemistry engineering senior of Beaufort, critic; and C. K.
Herns, mechanical engineering
junior of Charleston, was named
corresponding secretary.
New members elected weie
George C. Howard, Jr., Albert I.
Levite, James A. Smith, Richard
W. Hudson, Harold F. Landrith,
CLAUDE J. HIPP
Alfred C. LeLorme, John W. Kimman, Jr.
James, Howell Arthur, F. A. PferAlso C. W. Bailey, Harold W. sich and Wilfred E. Lipman.

Y. M. C. A. Membership And Finance
Campaign Lags; Closes Tomorrow
Last Tuesday at the meeting of
the Y. M. C A. Cabinet it was
reported that $660.00 had been
donated by Clemson students in
the Y. M. C. A. Membership and
Finance Djiive wiAh the Band
Company leading the student
body as highest unit contributor
with $111.00.
However, at this meeting P. B.
Holtzendroff, Jr., Y. M. C. A.
Secretary said that this sum was
short of the anticipated goal.
This drive, which has had the
slogan "Dollar Per Man, More If
You Can," will end tomorrow nightProceeds will go to the National
and Southern Regional Y. M. C
A ; World Student Service Fund,
or relief for needy students in
•other lands; Interstate work of
the Y. M. C. A.; Foreign service
and work with boys and young
men in the Y. M. C. A.; World
Student Christian Federation; and
for the Clemson Y. M. C. A.
Building Fund.
The Clemson "Y" is planning to
build a larger auditorium, gymnasium, additional rooms for
guests and transients, and more
club rooms and office space.

Ninety-five seniors will /receive
their degrees of bachelor of
science on February 9/ at the
largest mid-year graduation exercises since pre-war years. This
memorable occasion /will take
place at 11 o'clock in /the college
chapel.
/
Dr. Sidney J. L. (touch,
local
Presbyterian minister7and popular instructor of. coarses in Religion and International Relations,
will deliver the /commencement
address.
As the majority of the graduates are former members of the
Armed Services and thus do not
wear the cadet uniform, tentative
plans have been set for them to
wear caps and gowns. This must
meet with the approval of President Robert F. Poole.
Commencement Marshalls for
the exercises will be headed by I
Junior Class President James |
Hardee. At the printing of this
article. Hardee had not appointed I
the other Marshalls.
Church services have been suspended for this Sunday morning
of graduation to permit attendance at these exercises.

Clemson's chapter of Tau Beta
Pi, national honorary engineering fraternity, recently initiated
seven new members into their
organization. This is the highest
honor attainable by an engineering student at Clemson.
Those accepted are A. R. Jones,
electrical engineering senior of
Mount Sterling, Illinois; 'H. L.
Hendricks, civil engineering senior of Con way; T. M. Greer, electrical engineering senior of Greer;
J. C. Martin, electrical engineering junior of Orangeburg; L. W.
Felkel, mechanical engineering
senior of Cameron; S. D. Pennington, ■ mechanical engineering junior of Atlanta, .Georgia; and J.
G- Buttner, electrical engineering
post graduate of Clemson.
Scholastically, the requirements
for a senior to be admitted are
that he be in the upper fifth of
the seniors in engineering. For
a junior, he must be in the upper eighth of his class.
However, scholastic
achievement is not the sole criterion for
membership. Also considered is
the student's integrity, breadth of
interest (both inside and outside
of engineering), adaptability and
unselfish activity.

Slipstick To Be
Published Soon
The first post-war issue of the
"Slipstick," magazine of the Clemson Engineering students, is being readied for publication, according to Editor Walter Terrell.
All copy has been prepared, but
printing has been delayed pending
completion of the advertising section.
The cover will feature a winter
scene of Tillman Hall in two
colors. Featured articles include
an account of Clemson's housing
project accompanied by several
pictures and a story by Dean
Earle entitled, "The Progress of
Engineering and the Outlook for
thp /Future." This T_<KUJ« —ill. -~i1
tain approximately forty pages
with a number of pictures.
Distribution plans call for one
copy to be placed in each room
for the student body, a copy to
all professors, copies to several
large libraries, and exchanges
with author student engineering
publications. Approximately 3,000T
copies of this issue will be printed.
Subscriptions may be obtained by
contacting W. H. Owens.

Rogers To Head
Magazine Honors A & S Fraternity
Julian C. Miller
Three officers, Lynn Rogers,
—■+■—

Julian C. Miller, horticulture '21 of Lexington county, was named Man of the
Year in Agriculture for 1946
by the southern agriculture
publication, "Progressive Farmer."
Miller is head of the Louisiana State University Horticulture Research Department
and has been there for
a
number of years. He served as
county agent of both McCormick and
Orangeburg
counties before he went to
Louisiana.
The principal work which
won Miller this high award
was the development of new
strains of commercially successful sweet potatoes.

High Standards For
Acceptance Prevail
In Honor Fraternity

general science senior of Clio; H.
F. Frierson, Di-a-medicine senior
of Union; and R. E. Long, general
science senior of Greenwood, were
elected to the top positions as
president, vice-president, and secretary and treasurer, respectively,
of Sigma Tau Epsilon honorary
scholastic fraternity of 'the School
of Arts and Sciences.
One of the many organizations
which have been reactivated on
the campus since the termination
of the war, Sigma^ Tau Epsilon is
planning to resume its practice of
tutoring those members of the
school that the fraternity represents whom are deficient in their
studies.
Included oh the roll of Sigma
Tau Epsilon are J. M. Ervin, premedicine senior of Darlington; J.
W. Free, general science senior
of Jonesville; W. M. Wilkins,
general science junior of Spartanburg; A. B. Robinson, arts and
sciences junior of Easley; and W.
E. Lipman, general science junior
of Charleston.

7ASr B«^ PI ?JF1^TE^: The above students are H. L. Hemfrick, T. M. Greer, L. W. Felkel;
L. W. Buttner, J. C. Martin; S. D. Pennington a nd A. R. Greer.

—*■—

—♦—

NOTICE
Freshmen , attend meeting
tomorrow night, January 14,
in the Clenmon AuditoHum
for the purpose of nominating- class officers. Nominations
will be made from the floor.
Voting will take place the
following- Friday at the guard
room with the ballot box slated to be open from 8:00 A. M.
to 7:30 P. M.

President of the Y. M. C. A.
Cabinet, headed a delegation of
three students which attended
the National Student Assembly in
Champaign-Urbanna, Illinois.
Dan D. Pate, Jr., arts and
sciences junior of Camden and
Secretary of Cabinet, and Ralph
S. Collins, electrical engineering senior of Ninety-Six were
the other members of the delegation.
These
sudents
represented
Clemson among the 1200 students
from 500 colleges and universities
from eleven countries. The Conference was held from December
26, 1946, to January 3, 1947, with
the University of Illinois as host.
J R Roy Cooper, Associate
Secretary of the YMCA, accompanied the delegation.

in soft dirt on a road under consruction near Ridgeway on Saturday, December 21. Death was
caused by a skull fracture.
Charles, son of Mr. and Mrs.
D S. Roboinson, finished Lower
Richland High School in 1942. He
came to Clemson for seven months
then went into the Army.
He
served overseas for 22 months
with the
269th
Field Artillery in the E. T. O. and had
five battle stars.
His brother who was with him
in the car, was uninjured.

Blue Key Chapter To Aim Of Present Drive Byrnes Quits Cabinet
Distribute
Directory Is To Individualize
—*.—
Traditional jyielpdies Because of III Health
Plans were announced that
the Blue Key Directory will
be ready for distribution to
the student body this week.
Due to printing difficulties,
no specific date was set.
The publication, which will
include names and addresses
of all students, Is dedicated to
members of the Blue Key fraternity who lost their lives
in World War II. This activity
of the Clemson Blue
Key
Chapter has been reactivated
this year for the first time
since 1943.

Former Tiger Editor
With Virginia Paper
—♦—

J. C. Wilkinson, general science '38, and former editor if
The Tiger, is now with The Vriginian Pilot of Norfolk, Virginia.
While serving as editor of The
Tiger he was well known for his
humor column, "Uncle Wilkie".
Wilkinson is Daily City Editor
of the Virginian Pilot and also
sponsors a special feature in the
Sunday issue.
During the war he wrote a
humor column in the Stars and
Strips, "Hash Marks," which appeared daily. He was also a
member of the editing staff of
Stars and Stripes.

National Symphony
To Present Program

Feature of the annual
gala
Military Ball this Friday and Saturday nights will be the selection of the honorary cadet colonel at Friday night's
formal
dance. She will be chosen from
the dates of the cadejt officers
with the rank of captain and
above. Music for this dance series
will be furnished by Clemson's
Jungaleers.
Friday night all cadet officers,
captains and above, and their
dates will be entertained at a
banquet preceding the dance.
Colonel
A.
J.
Thackston
PMS&T, will be in charge of the
judges' committee for the selec-

♦

The National Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Hans Kindler, and Eugene liszt, widelyknown pianist, are the two remaining numbers on the fivenumber Clemson College Concert
Series.
The Concert Series will bring
the National Symphony Orchestra here on Saturday, February
15, and Eugene Liszt will perform in the field house on Wednesday, February 19.

Gala Military Ball

F. B. Schirmer Elected President

A new civic organization, "The
Sage Club", has been formed by
Clemson professors with Dr. F.
B. Schirmer as president. Other
officers are Dr. J. H Langston,.
vice president, and Mr. Shelley
as the secretary-treasurer.
The organization has as its
scope the advancement of the
newer professors in the field of
informal programs.
This club started as a suggestion from P. B. Holtzendorf

The memory of Ben Robertson,
Jr., 1-923 graduate, foreign correspondent and author of worldwide reputation, will be forever
preserved in the browsing room
of the Clemson library.
A collection of 140 books from
the Liberty Ship "S. S. Ben Robertson" has been presented to the
library to form the foundation of
a collection which officials hope
to build.to 5,000 volumes through
contributions and donations by
friends. The books were presented
to Clemson by Mrs. Julian Langley,, the correspondent's sister.
James F. Byrnes, lifetime
trustee of Clemson, resigned
Ben Robertson was killed in a
plane crash near Libson, Portugal,
as Secretary of State
last
while on assignment from the
week because of ill health.
New York Herald-Tribune. The
Byrnes was one of South
Herald-Tribune has recently sent
Carolina's best known and into Clemson a copper plate reprofluential statesman. Starting
duction of its front page of
out in public life at an early
February 1942 which carried the
age the retiring secretary held
many and varied . positions story of the plane crash and a
picture of Ben Robertson. This
throughout his colorful career.
plaque sailed with the "S. S. Ben
His resignation came as a
Robertson."
surprise to many, as it was on
Robertson's travels as forthe eve of the all important
eign correspondent for numerous
Moscow Conference.
American newspapers carried him
to many parts of the globe. After
his coverage of London during
the blitz he wrote "I Saw England." He also wrote "Trave' rs
Rest" and "Red Hills and Cot' .»,"
books about his native SoutL .arlina.
At the annual meeting of the
Upper Savannah Soil Conserva
tion District which met here on
January 3, awards were presented
by E. Hugh Agnew, President of
the South Carolina Farm Bureau.
The winners, who did outstanding work in soil conservation,
Last Saturday evening "Tilly"
were Neil Chambee and Madison Haywood and the Junior Class
Jameson of Anderson . County; YMCA Council sponsored anothHershiel McAlister and Jack Lyles er dance in the series which is
of Oconee County; Carl Hunter
given in the YMCA Club
and Joe Kinsler of Pickens Coun- being
Rooms as part of a recreation
ty.
Dr. Willis A. Sutton of the program to furnish entertainment
Educational Dept. of The Readers for the student body.
A large representation of girls
Digest was the main speaker of
from Anderson College and the
the evening.
campus furnished, the feminine
pulchritude for the evening.

Original Alma Mater Tune And Fight Song
Sought In Contest By Tiger Brotherhood

Clemson Student Dies
Accident
"Y" Delegates Attend In Holiday
—♦—
Charles
Kenneth
Robinson,
War Departm't OK's National Conference elecrical'
enigineering freshman Civic Club Formed by Professors;
Dan A. Kennedy, agricultural from. Ridegway, was killed inNew ROTC Uniforms economics
senior of Cordova and stantly when his car overturned
According to a release by the
War Deparment, new interim uniforms for students enrolled in
Senior ROTC courses have been
authorized. The new authorization, limited to students enrolled
in college level ROTC courses,
calls for the receipt of "green"
blouses and trousers by Elementary Course students and "green"
blouses and "pink trousers. Both
elementary and advanced students will be furnished officer's
short-stylye wool overcoats.
These authorized issues are interum only until June 30, 1948,
or such time thereafter
that
stocks become adequate to provide
uniforms of the type now worn
by the Army to civilian component groups, or until it is determined whether a different distinctive uniform will be adopted for Senior ROTC students and
adequate stocks of such uniforms
are procured.

and so far he has supplied the
needed spare for meetings and has
helped the athletic chairman plan
and arrange the volley
ball
games which were started Friday
night in the little gym in the
fieldhouse.
The Sage Club also plans to
sponsor some civic improvements
in the near future and engage in
formal activities that will enable
the new professors to become better acquainted with the college
and with each Oder.

95866

—♦—

A new tune for the present
Alma Mater and new music and
lyrics for a fight song is the aim
of a contest being sponsored by
the Tiger Brotherhood, Lex
Sutherland, president of the organization, has announced.
This contest, the deadline of
which is March 31, is in response
.to student and alumnus agitation
for more individuality in Clemson's traditions. The Tiger Brotherhood will submit the winning
contributions,
picked
by
a
group of judges, to the students
and alumni for official acceptance.
A bronze plaque bearing the
name, or names, of the authors
will be posted in an appropiate
spot on the campus, and a duplicate of this plaque will be presented to the winning contestant.
Any member of the student
body, faculty, alumni, or any
person who has shown great interest in Clemson is eligible.
Entries sould be original, well
pitched, and "singable." A simple
melody for the piano, not an arijangemerjit, is all that is
required. All submissions are assured due consideration. Those entries which are not accepted may
be reclaimed by the contestants,
and the authors' publication
rights of those which are accepted will be respected.
Contestants
should
address
their entries to Music Contest,
Box 1097, Clemson, South Carolina.
Answers to questions on any
phase of the contest may be obtained from H. F. Frierson, Room
6-101, or from the above mailing
Leon P. Tobin, mehanical and
address.
electrical engineering, '11, of Camden succumbed to a heart attack
on Thursday afternoon, October
AULL SPEAKS
10. He was stricken on the way
Dr. G. H. Aull, head of the to his office in down town CamDepartment of Agricultural Eco- den, and died while being rushnomics and class of '19, spoke last ed to the hospital in a police
Tuesday night at a meeting of car.
the Clemson Fellowship Club
At the time of his death, Mr.
held at the Presbyterian Cbureh. Tobin was in his sixteenth year
His topic was "The Economics as superintendent of the Camof Great Britain."
den Public Utiliies.
While Mr. Tobin attended
Clemson, he had an active interest in sports and student publications. His son, Joseph Allen Tobin, attended Clemson in 1943
studying pre-medicine.

Conservation Award
Winners Announced

Alumnus Dies
Enroute to Hospital

Honorary Cad at Colonel Will Be Chosen Friday
tion. ,.V
J^st before intermission, the
cadet officers will
lead the
grand march and after the intermission the junior officers and
ranking non-commissioned officers will form the arch of sabers
through which the new honorary colonel and her escort will
proceed to the rostrum for the
presentation of the plaque and
silver eagle.
Miss Adelaide Best, petite brunette from Fairfax, honorary cadet colonel of last year and now
a senior at Furman, is expected
here for the dance to extend he»
congratulations and best wishes

Books Presented
To Library From
Robertson Ship

to her successor.
Following tradition, the "new"
colonel will have the privilege of
calling off Saturday Morning inspection if she so desires.
In the spring the honorary cadet colonel will return to review
the corps during the annual Mother's Day parade and will hold
her honorary post until the new
first lady of the cadet corps is
chosen at next year's Military
BalL
This will be the first time
that many Clemson students will
have the privilege of hearing
the Jungaleers, popularly known
as the "smoothest" college orches-

tra in the south.
For the first time since last
summer, the Jungaleers are playing here following a heavy holiday schedule of engagements that
carried them into several states.
The comments and enthusiasm
displayed at recent appearances
is testimony of their popularity.
All ROTC cadets will be in
uniform and veterans who do not
have tuxedoes are reminded that
their service uniforms are considered formal.
Ticket prices are $2.25 for Friday night's formal and $2.50 for
Saturday night's informal dance.

Jungaleers Furnish
Dance Music For Base
Last Saturday night the Jungaleers played for a dance at the
Officer's Club at the Greenville
Army Air Base.
Bill Whisnapt, mechanical engineering — textile engineering
senior of Charlotte and leader of
the Jungaleers, stated that the
Christmas tour, the first since
the war, was a great success. The
orchestra played for many Clemson — County Club dances and
other dances over the state.

Anderson Girls Come
To Local "Y" Dance

Prof. Newman Dies at
Residence on Campus
.«.—:
C. C. Newman, Sr., Professor of Horticulture, died at
his residence on December 9,
1946, and was buried in the
Old Stone Church Cemetery
on Decemher 11.
Graduating from Clemson
in the class of 1896, he became a faculty member in
1897 and a professor in 1908.
While here he taught continuously for fifty years until his
retirement on October 1.

By Their
Wo r ds
"The lady doth protest
too
much, me thinks, that's from
Shakespeare, Men."
Prof. Waite.
"Just like Woodbury Soap—if
you can find it".
Dr. Crouch.
"Don't worry about this quiz;
I'll explain it after it's over."
Prof. Campbell.
"The sun, the rain, and fast
express trains made Florida,"
Prof. Carpenter.
When I give hard exams, students appreciate any grade they
get."
ireen.
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We All Have ProblemsTexas A- & M's very interesting semi-weekly college
newspaper, "The Battalion," has advanced a few hopes • for
various needed improvements on their campus for the new
year. If The Tiger advocated such plans for Clemson A & M
we would immediately be informed by' our readers that
Clemson needs other things first.
These journalistically inclined Texans advocate a Daily
"Battalion"-—they are not satisfied with a semi-weekly. Nor
are they satisfied with their own printing equipment and
are worried as to how they can obtain more paper for their
presses. For lack of any college-owned equipment for pubishing The Tiger, Clemson must be satisfied with a paper that
claims to be a bi-weekly, but which seems more like a monthiy.
"The Battalion" editor suggests air conditioning their
library and a movie theatre—mind you—we said "air conditioning" of two buildings. Why, if someone breathed such
ideal improvements for similar buildings here when so much
more needs to be done, theyid be laughed off the campus.
The A & M paper makes mention editorially that their
College theater is endeavoring very little to get first run
movies. Such is apparently the case here. In. an effort to
get movies more cheaply, the logical vein of thought at
Clemson is to get old movies frequently with a first run
about every ten days. This meets with disapproval from a
majority of Clemson movie-goers.
The Editor presses other points; the development of
student discussion groups—a situation needing adjustment
here also; the balancing of the athletic program, e. g. putting
more stress on baseball, tennis, track and swimming but at
the same time not de-emphasizing football—Clemson could
do something from that angle; the addition of more students
to the Athletic Council—Clemson doesn't even have student
representation as it is; the beautification of entrances to
the college campus is in the limelight at Texas—woe are
Clemson's.
These are just a few of the improvements being advocated at an institution similar to Clemson, though larger and
having without a doubt a much greater income.
We advocate only a few of these improvements. Before
we can even hope for the others, we need a great deal of
energetic work on the part of those in authority to get us
our most pressing needs.

Let's Dance,On Friday and Saturday, the Central Dance Association
will honor the cadet "brass" with the first Clemson dance
of the New Year.
A new Honorary Cadet Colonel will be selected—the
lady to reign as Colonel of the cadet corps for the next year.
Whoever she will be, she must be a queen, if she is to climb
atop the pedestal occupied now by Miss Adelaide Best of Fairfax.
Struggling to keep out of the red, C. D. A. president
John Brady and his associates, offer to Clemson's dancing
populace at Military Ball, our own outstanding Jungaleers.
Proved many times in past years and more recently- in
its Christmas holiday tour as one of the best college orchestra's in the south, The Jungaleers will provide music to
please all in both the formal and semi-formal dance series.

Lend SupportWe strongly favor the music contest which is currently
being sponsored by the Tiger Brotherhood. We believe it
to be a worthwhile endeavor which will prove beneficial to
the best interests of this school.
Clemson has long needed musical arrangements which
are original, and we firmly believe that such composition
should come from the pen of a person or persons who are
vitally interested in Clemson.
To those in our midst who feel that the present Alma
Mater melody should remain unchanged, let us point out
that in a true sense of the word—we have no claim to the
music which is now being used.
There is absolutely no argument against our need for
a new fight song as those which are now employed are by
no means outstanding.
The1 Tiger urges that all musically inclined students,
alumni, and faculty members participate in this contest, or
actively support the end to which it is subscribed.

Is Our Face Red!We made mention editorally in our last issue (Dec. 9)
that the coordination between publicity men for student
organizations, their respective presidents and The Tiger was
deplorable.
We cited a few examples in which information was given
The Tiger by organizations, and then after publication of
the paper, the organizations reversed their plans and left
The Tiger holding the bag.
In direct contrast with our plea for accurate information,
in the same issue we announced plans for a final issue of
The Tiger prior to holidays. We did not follow through with
our statement.
It is highly apparent that in this instance even The Tiger
lacks coordination with someone. As the editor is solely
responsible for unsigned articles, it is quite obvious that the
editor lacks coordination with the editor.
As our aforementioned editorial indicated, accidents will
happen.

NOT THAT
IT
MATTERS

DR. POOLE
SAYS
THAT..

WtrLL, WP.VI; GOT THE
PLANS/ BIG PLANS /

NOW
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BY ROBERT CARPENTER

WHAT ARE YOUR TALENTS?

I'm''sure that everbody will remember this last Christmas and
New Year's Day as 'one of the
best so far. From the usual bullsessions, it appears that experiences were at a maximum, to
say nothing of the fun which
"flowed" in the same quantities.
I've heard of everything from a
"panther hunt in the wilds _ of
Georgia to seven day inebriations
in every other state. Not that the
latter had anything to do with
it, but there were even more marriages than predicted. (What do
these Clemson men have? It certainly isn't money, judging from
the rush for the monthly sixtyfive at the P. O.)
There is even a case where a
student cut a class and upon his
return the next period informed
his classmates that he had just
gotten married! That's fast work
in any man's language.
But if you didn't tie the knot
during the holidays, I can- sympathize, for I have just finishel
asking her for the twenty-first
time. Quick, Mr. Anthony, what
do I do now? (His book on courtship only explains twenty ways to
propose!)
ANOTHER TRIP
Many of you probably have had
the same or similar experience
that I did while traveling on a
Pullman the other day. I had just
left the "one-and-only" and was
dead tired, so. I decided to go to
bed early. The berth was ready
at ten so I climbed into my upper
(trying to save a few cents) and
went off to sleep. My dreams were
better than usual, out-of-thisworld in fact, until one kiss was
so real that I awoke to find myself staring the most awful monster in the face. For a minute I
was sure that someone had
"spiked" my nightly vitamin tablet. There, standing on my chest,
quietly licking my face, was a
petite Japanese spaniel. Well, had
it been of any other nationality,
I might have been abla to tolerate
its action.
Immediately I rang the bell for
the porter, but before he could
arrive to take care of the animal,
a curvacious hand and arm encircled the canine visitor and
whisked it away.

During the Christmas holidays
the faculty had its first real vacation since 1942 During this time
I had an opportunity to catch up
on some reading.
I was impressed by several
statements I read which pointed
out how many business and professional men have become successful and have risen to high positions of trust from humble beginnings. Invariably the rise Was
achieved by courage and hard
work and these outstanding traits
of character are more often than
not present in the individual at an
early age. If this is true, is it
not reasonable to assume that a
college professor may determine
even in a student's freshman year
whether or not he will be in the
top rank of his chosen profession
twenty-five vears after graduation?

£W.
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By H. G. REYNOLDS

RESOLUTIONS
With the arrival of another new year, we believe this to
be an appropriate time to make some New Year's resolutions.
However, resolutions on our part would be dead issues unless
proper support from "outside sources" is derived.,
It has never been practical to resolve to impossible resolutions. We need expect no miracles in 1,947, but we have
every right to expect improvements in the new year. Let
us herewith resolve to work tirelessly for the advancement
of Clemson college during the next twelve months. Let us
resolve to work as individuals for the common good of our
school, always seeking, but never expecting miraculous
achievements.

We wonder what political cards dances which were sponsored by
will be played in the year now the various Clemson Clubs
with us,' and just what accomp- throughout the state. Chi Sigma
lishments will be entered upon Chi of Columbia, Beta Sigma Chi
that big black book enitled of Charleston, the Greenwood
county club, Savannah-Clemson
CLEMSON'S PROGRESS.
Why not get new buildings for Club, Laurens and the Tri-Counthis school? Why not a more ty clubs really went all-out for
beautiful town and campus? big holiday dances. (Others too
Why not a new fighit song? What numerous to mention).
about bigger and better dances—
All Clemson men will be glad
and better athletic organization! to know that, in spite of finLet's all look forward to big ancial difficulty, the boys from
things, and strive for a bigger Tigertown upheld the name of
YES—A CO-ED
and better Clemson in forty- "country gentlemen."
It seems that one of the Uni- seven.
Any dance which is sponsored
versity of Virginia coeds was tryby Clemson men is an asset to
ing to get her lap dog back to
ACTIVITIES SCHEDULE
the school reputation—provided
school without having to commit
We understand that the local that such an affair is handled
it to the baggage car.
chapter
of
Blue
Key
is
making
in a gentlemanly fashion. HowThis seemed to be settled so I
rolled over to get some more shut- an attempt to coordinate the ever, any organization which
many
campus
and
organizational
eye. Before I got "off to sleep a
holds a "rowdy" event in the
lady burst into the car barking activities so rs -to avoid conflict name of this school is doing our
in
the
schedi
le
of
events.
Such
orders to the porter, and from the
name a grave injustice. We are
number of directions she gave one a move will be greatly welcomed
glad to report that all informac+
should think she was the leader by the memb' rs of the udent tiori reaching us. indicates that
of a safari. After her camp was body.
things went well during the many
At the presetr; :.ie, mariy orgset up for the night and everybody
holiday dances.
ampus mainon the car thought peace once anizations
more reigned, the most awful, al- tain an individval schedule with
tic regard for
ternating scratchings and squeek- seemingly little
:d by others.
ings came from her directions. It the events sche
was hard to make out what caused Any regulation of the activities
scheduled would be an improvethis noise.
The curiosity of the car was ment.
pushing the maximum as we came
CI VSS OFFICERS
to a sudden halt. This jolt was
just enough to send a box and its
We wo der what sort of leadcontents crashing to the floor ers the r ty newly elected class
Of considerable' interest to
from the mysterious compartment. officers
ill prove to be. Now Clemson students is the marriage
There scattered all up and down is the time for the gentlemen of Coach Randy Hinson to Helen
the corridor were long metal hair mentioned to begin asserting Atkinson. Hinson, graduate of '36,
curlers. Next was the inevitable themselves in behalf of their was quite a football and baseball
ringof the porters bell. By the respective classes.
star as a student here . . . .
time he arrived, heads were
It seems inevitable that these Charles H. Heins, former enginstraining from between the com- recently installed officers should eering major of Charleston, who
partment curtains to see just what preside in more than name only. was to finish in '49, finished his
was going on. The porter obedient- The members of the student basic training at Fort Dix and
ly collected the curlers and hand- body have every right to expect visited his mother during a reced the box to the impatient hand competence from the men who ent furlough . . . Good luck hapwhich protruded from its owner's have been selected. •
pens in pairs and Joe R. and Jess
quarters.
L. Goodman, twins and both
GOOD REPORTS
For the next twenty minutes we
Clemson men, lived up to this by
fretfully listened to the scratching
Good reports have been reach- getting married recently.
Joe
of her fingernails each time as ing us in regard to the many fine married Dot Bickley of Pendleshe reached into the box for a
curler, then the squeek of the
same instrument as she opened its
jaws to mercilessly intwine her
hair for its nightly torture. (What
women won't go through just to
impress the opposite sex-)
Once more things were quiet as
the heavy sighs of relieved travelers were audible.
CHILDREN, TOO
BY JOHNNY ERVIN
Not ten minutes of this bliss
lasted until the cry of a hungry
baby rent the silent night air. The
familiar bell resounded and the
The main body of this column today will be a commentary
porter loyally returned to our cor- upon some of the existing conditions at Clemson. We are surridor where he received the bottle rounded by them always, we work among them and 'meet our
which unfortunately had to-' Be classes in their midst. After a certain length of time. we become
wanned. The sounds of want con- accustomed to even the more unfortunate ones. It could almost
tinued. (I love' this single life be said that they pass from our powers of observation.
more and more—at least you can
These observations would apply to the conditions in many of
cut the alarm clock off!) After
what seemed like hours, the the class rooms in Tillman Hall, Riggs Hall, and the Library.
warm milk arrived and the presiPossibly the first thing we will notice in these rooms
dent of the United States ('97)
is the floors. A thorough examination will show that the dirt
went back to sleep.
thereon did not recently accumulate. Most of it may have
been the(re for months, becoming almost as mucn a part of the
Now at last things were quiet
and sleep could be enjoyed. The
building as the framework itself.
little devil that looks after lost
As we take our seats in the classroom, especially in the rear, we
souls like me failed me when I
needed him most, for just as I must do so with great caution. A goodly number of the chairs are
rolled over, took a deep breath, veritable antiques, though probably not as highly prized as other
and relaxed, the porter tapped me articles of furniture their same age. They, due to partial or complete
announced, "Suh, it's time Jo get loss of limbs, backs, and bottoms, have certainly long' outlived
up . . . ThomasVille in fifteen their usefulness, to say nothing of the insecurity felt by their occuminutes." ....
pants.
!!S!!!!M!||!!I||;K
As we reach for and open our texts, we may notice a certain
darkness prevailing around us. Fine print is blurred and does not
show up nearly so clearly as it should. Searching for the difficulty,
we will find it in the light fixtures. They appear to be clogged
with every insect and arthropod common to Pickens county.

Between
Us Tigers

COLLEGE
CALENDAR
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January 14—
7 p. m.
Meeting of Forum
Club, Physics Building.
8 p. m. Meeting of Tiger
Brotherhood.
8:30 p. m. Meeting of Mu Beta
Psi.
January 15—
6:45 p. m. Church Night,
Campus Churches.
January 17 —
9 p. m.-l a. m. Military Ball,
Field House.
7:15 p. m. Informal Music Appreciation Talk, YMCA.
January 18—
8-12 p. m. Military Bill, Field
House.
January 19—
2:20 and 6:10 p. m. Vesper
Services, YMCA. Mr. George
Campbell in charge.

The windows too should attract ouir attention. ..There is a
beautiful sun above and only a few rays of light are seen to
struggle through. On the outside of the windows we find that
there is a distinct coating of dust and other foreign matter.

YOUR AIM
In the classroom, in association
with his fellow students, on the
athletic fields, and about the campus a student leaves his mark
which tends to characterize his
purpose and aim in life The
record he makes here may indicate to what extent he will go
forth into life with intellectual
curiosity and with pract'xal concepts which are both recognized
as necessary elements in success.
Good manners stand as brilliant
lights «in most successful lives.
A friend of mine once told, me
the method he used in picking
men for his large company. He
played golf, played bridge, and
hunted with the prospective candidates. By this method he could
detect the lazy ones, and thereby
keep his company free of those
who have an/ avrsioh to cooperation.
Many of our students, especially
the veterans, have reached an age
when successful employment and
those qualities which make for
success in the professions are matters which cannot be taken lightly.
SUCCESS IS EARNED
At Clemson we are fortunate in
that the majority of our students
possess traits which would warrant strong recommendations. The
opportunity for self-schooling and
for further strengthening one's
personal qualities never ceases.
Virtues are inherent in some students while others must acquire
them. Success in most endeavors
must be earned and the price
must be paid. As we enter a new
year let us begin now to perfect
every step that leads to the successful accomplishment of our desires.
R. F. Poole, President
ton, and Jess married Peggy O'Neal of Atlanta .'. .3
Trescett Hlnston, bookkeeper
in the treasurer's office, and
Mary Horton Kitt, secretary for
Dean H. P. Cooper, were recently
wed . . . And also Prof Winter
of the English department married Lilla Koester of Greenville
. . . Jess Neely, former Clemson
head coach, did quite well this
year at Rice and the people of
Houston awarded him with a
Cadillac and $1000 . . . Mack Alman, dairying '42 and former
Business Manager of Taps, now
has a job with Foremost Dairies
in Spartanburg . . .
Charlie Ellis and Sam Nichols,
both of the class of '44, have
just returned from Europe and
are planning to enroll in Clemson shortly . . . Edward Brazel,
agriculture '41, of Blaney, has
taken a position with the Pennsylvania agriculture extension
service . . G Wayne Clark, industrial physics '45 and former
cadet colonel, is now serving here
as an instructor in physics...
Dougie Crouch, civil engineering '44, who is now studying for
his masters at Illinois, was on
the campus a short time ago . . .
Lt. Comdr. James A. Shirley,
industrial education '41 of Seneca,
was one of the top fighter pilots
in the Pacific with 14 Jap planes
downed, and he is now plans and
statistics officer on staff of Adm.
Felix B. Stump, chief naval air
technical training at Memphis . . .
John D. Capplemann, former
student, at Clemson, visited his
mother in Charleston after completing basic training work at
Fort Dix, New Jersey . . . Rev.
Harold Cole is to go to Winthrop
soon to make a few talks on vocational religion . . . Home-town
students also joined the married
ranks with Jim Glenn marrying
Nancy McArthur of Anderson
and Lint Holtzendorff marrying
Nell Eiler of Montgomery, Ala.
. . . Louis S. Freeman, engineering '44, spoke the nuptial vows
with "Barbara Joan Salter of Atlanta immediately before Christmas. Freeman, who is the son
of Prof. E. J. Freeman, is now
and instructor of thermodynamics at Clemson . . .
T. A. Turner, textile senior of
Jackson, Miss., went all the way
to Arkansas to find nis bride.
Four Clemson men accompanied
him to serve as groomsmen during the ceremony . . . T. C. Cary,
Clemson student from Honea
Path, married Nancy Shirley,
who is also from Honea Path . . .
Dumond S. Chalker, pre-medicine
senior from South Plain, N. J.
and Jenny Horton of Pendleton
were wed recently. Mrs. Chalker
is' now doing secretarial work
with the Deerlng, Milliken Research Trust in Sirrine Hall . . .

As the class progresses, some unfortunate may have a tendency to lean back upon the wall or rest a weary arm on the nearby
molding. This move should be avoided if at all possible. J.t may
involve a smudge on clothing which even the Clemson Diundry
will not remove.
It has been accepted now that aggreable. conditions make for
more efficient learning processes. Though possibly it would ./H
lessen the number of failures, it might improve the students all
To clear up a misleading noimportant attitude toward their scholastic activities. And too, tice, all Tiger subscriptions acClemson, as a highly' respected military college, should place cleanli- cepted prior to January 1, 1946
ness among its highest standards.
will run until normal expiration
date with no increase in subscripCorrective measures would involve very little cost and praction rate
tically no expenditure of valuable and scarce materials. HowEffective January 1, new subever, any effort made along these lines by the administration
scription rates will be increased
would be deeply appreciated by the student body.
to $2.00 per year..
Too, we might note the absence and obviou* need of f|re escapes
This advance in rates has been
in our four-storied administration building. We only h^e to re- necessary because of the increase
al ze
member recent holocausts in fire-proof buildings to i* i
the in picture engraving and newsdanger in a structure which would burn like timber! A little print costs in the past few
thought by the men who know may save many lives in ifce future. months.

Notice To Subscribers

that if Shorty Collins had at- away from pre-war 'standings.
tended all of the conventions ses- Got any extra tickets, boys? He
sions out in Illinois, he woulln't (oscar) needs one.
have all his aches and pains.
Oscar Says
Oscar says
that if the rumors that are
that Snafu Fleu just can't flying are true, then Frank Ix
break off his army connections should go back to Virginia.
especially those with that West
Virginia Wac.
that if Ozzie Wallace would
Oscar says
that "P Lo" E'rvin has had an practice what he preaches when
awful time finding another heart- it comes to disciplanary cases,
throb since his recent break-up perhaps he would -think twice bewith Ann. Aside from robbing fore he runs off to Greenville
the cradle, he has a hard time and Union on these night prowls
finding a gal short enough to of his.
-Oscar Saysflatter his ego.
Oscar Says
that if wine, women, and song
that some of our veteran were good enough for my forefriends got married during the fathers, they are good enough
holidays and that others got for me (oscar). J*eeter says,
"I'm through with women, give
married because of them.
me the wine and the song."
-Oscar SaysOscar Says
that "Kernel" Kay must be a
that Bill Littlejohn will wake
Kentucky "Kernel" judging from
his condition the night before up some morning and find that
the holidays. The old saying he has been nosed out in Pendleton. He (oscar) hopes not. The
goes—
boys tell me . . .
Here's to old Kentucky
■
Oscar Says
Where the corn is full of
kernels
that the array of fermented
And the kernels are full of spirits at the Clemson Christmas
corn.
dances was greatly varied. Our
Oscar Says
vines have tender grapes . . .
■
Oscar Says
that Al Schneider should have
no trouble with the fairer sex
that the Jungaleers have denow that he has Clemson's num- cided that dances and booze
ber one female bait, a Buick, don't go together. "Bloodeye" is
Roadmaster Convertible.
the authority on that statement.
Oscar Says

Oscar Hays

that it looks as if it will take
that if the fact that Lytle's
more than a right hook to knock busting a company commander is
the great Captain Pittman off in any way indicative of present
his high horse.
military trend, then no wonder
Oscar Says
there is no Clemson spirit.
Oscar a Says
that if Clyde MuAhison would
put as much effort on his work
that he (oscar) hears that Billy
as he does on producing hot air, Nunn is the best caddy, on the
he could really hustle.
course, that is, according "to Clark
Oscar says
and Pickens.
Oscar Says
that speaking of conventions,
"Shoats" Reasonover gave the
that he (oscar) hears that Wilother Blue Key delegates the bur Greyard is engaged. At least
slip out in St. Louis one night somebody loves you. (No offense,
and didn't appear until"the next Wilbur, just a crack oscar couldmorning. He still has some of n't resist.)
Oscar Says
the red paint left on his hands.
Oscar Says
that he (oscar) hears that he
that at last the CDA and Taps is to be revealed soon. Watch
have severed relations with The for it fellows, but for gosh
Tiger. Tney lust couldn't get sakes—go easy. Cherio.

WHAT PARTICULAR ARTISTS WOULD YOU LIKE
TO SEE BROUGHT TO CLEMSON FOR THE
1947-48 CONCERT SERIES?
R. G. Leiby, 2, Sumter: The Don F. L. Fitesimmons, 1, HendersonCossack Chorus.
ville: Unitel States Marina Band,
* * *
Sigmund Romberg.
* * •
Archie Hill, 3, Spartanburg: Jose
Iturbi.
J. G. Sunday, 1, BennetUville:
. m * *
Jose Iturbi.
H. S. Boozer, 1, Denmark: The
*
T *
National Philharmonic SymphW. McKay, 2, Hendersonville, N.
ony.
C: Alec Templeton.
t * *
Dick A. Shelor, 2, Greenville:
L. K. Crosland, 1, Bennettsville:
Sigmund Romberg.
Jose Iturbi.
* *-. *
R. W. Berry, 1, Atlanta: Philadelphia
Symphony
Orchestra T. E. Bainkhead, 1, Sharon: Unwith Eugene Ormandy, Jascha ited States Marine Band.
* * *
Hefetz.
L. R. Andrews, 1, Elliott: UnM. A. Smithwick, 2, Chester: ited States Marine Band.
* * *
James Melton.
* * *
Jonn Whaley, 3, Charleston: JamR. F. Rayle, 1, Eastover:. John es Melton.
Charles Thomas.
* » »
* * *
F.
D.
Suggs,
1, Anderson: UnA. C. Sutherland, 4, Columbia:
ited States Navy Band.
Sigmund Romberg.
* » »
* * »
H. D. Morgan, 1, Seneca: Jascha Harry Hutson, 3, Charleston: Alee
Templeton.
Heifetz.
* » *
* * *
W. V. Strasser, 4, Louisville, Ky.; S. L. Hay, 3, John's Island: Jose
Alec Templeton, Sigmund Rom- Iturbi.
* * •
berg.
* • *
J. L. Ge»Vais, 3, Charleston: PhilF. W. Bailey, L. Sunamerville: adelphia Symphony.
- * * *
United States Marine Band.
* * »
S. Fogarty, 4, Charleston: ClevelPaul H. Barton, 3, Tigerville: and Symphony.
* * *
Marian Anderson.
* * *
H. B. Denny, 4, Bishopville: OsHenry Tecklenburg, 2, Charles- car Levant.
* * »
ton: United States Navy Band.
* * *
Carson Carmichael,.. 3, Lake
James M. Collins, 2, Greenville: view: United States Navy Band.
Jose Iturbi.
* * *
W. D. Coleman, 2, Greenwood:
C. R. Kelly, 2, Charleston: Alec Oscar Levant.
* * *
Templeton.
* * *
H. N. Craig, 2, Liberty: United
W. S. Gunnels, 3, Aiken: Ruben- States Navy Band.
» * *
stein or some other good pianJ. A. Lee, 3, Greenwood: Andre
ist.
* * *
Kostelanetzi.
* * *
J. H. Goodman, 2, Westminster:
E. J. Bedenbaugh, 3, Prosperity:
United States Navy Band.
*
*
M
The United States Navy Band.
* * *
D. R. Reames, 2, Bishop ville:
Harold Lumley, 3, Greenwood:
Fritz Kreisler.
» • »
Philadelphia Symphony.
* * *
H. M. Hardesty, 1, Dillon: Andre
J. F. Covington, 2, Clio, United
Kostelanetz.
* * *
States Navy Banl.
*
*
w
L. W. Felkel, 3, Cameron: United
Lewis Ghalme's, 2, Greenwood:
States Navy Band.
* * *
Alec Templeton.
* * »
R. C. Ashmore, 1, Greenville:
Elliott D. Cohen, 2, Charleston:
United States Band.
« * «
Don Cossack Chorus, Ballet RusC. W. Sanders, 3, Charleston: se.
* * *
James Melton.
* * »
H. M. White, 2, Charlotte, N. C:
R. F. Collins, 1, Greenville: Jose James Melton.* • •
Iturbi.
* * *
R. L. Joye, 3, Lamar: United
Carroll Glenn.
C. D. Stradiey, 2, Greenville: An- States Navy Band,
* * •
na Kasta.
* * *
David L. Lee, 2, Fort Mill: SigH. W. Varn, 2, Walterboro: Clev- mund Romberg.
* * *
eland Symphony.
* * »
A. S. Hilton, 3, Charleston: Paul
R. P. Corker, 3, Springfield: Un- Whiteman's Concert Orchestjra,
Alec Templeton.
ited States Band.
* w »
* * *
H. H. Fair, 1, Greenville Phila- B. C. McWhite, 4, Abbeville: Alec Templeton.
delphia Philharmonic.
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Clemson Quintet Undefeated In State Competition
IPTAY ^Begins Drive To Contact Inactive
Members; Columbian New Athletic Coach

Who's Got The Ball?

Tigers Defeat P. C.
For Third State Win

Walter Tilley To Be
Assistant—^—
To Howard

Clemson Handed
Clemson's coaching staff added 58-43 Defeat By
its second new member last week
with the acquisition of Walter
Tilley of Columbia as assistant Deacon Men

B> BOB BRADLEY
BASKETBALL IN SFOTLIGHT
Coach Banks McFadden is pushing his basketball !
fuls through strenuous, drills after a lull of the Christm^
holidays, and hopes to have his boys in top flight condition
for the remaining college basketball calendar.
The present basketball season is now in full swing
throughout the state, and the McFadden quintet is out to
get its sTiare of victories. The hardwood artists still
have the major part of the basketball road to travel,
and will meet some high flying quintets in their journey
through South Carolina, North Carolina, and Virginia.
Only four lettermen are back from last season, and this
quartet is bearing the burden in forming the nucleus for this
year's team. These four men are June Pruitt. Dwight Bell,
Dewey Quinn, and Eddis Freeman. However, Leonard Riddle and Frank Gillespie have showed good form, and will
get the, nod in games to come. Both boys are hold-overs
from pre-war teams. The elder of the two Riddle brothers,
Furman, won a letter at South Carolina before transferring
to Clemson, and can be counted on as being one of Clemson's
high scorers for the coming season.
The Tiger quintet is not expected to. hold up against
stronger squads due to the lack of height and experience.
According to pre-season dope, Furman and Carolina have
the two strongest teams iif the state. However, Clemson
may come up with a "darkhorse" five, and give coming opponents trouble.

Mann Is Captain
Of Swimmers; To
Graduate In Feb.

HOWARD TAKES TO TRAVELING
Head Coach Frank Howard left all matters in the hands
of his assistants and decided to view a football game from
the stands instead of parading up and down in front of a
—♦—
football bench. The Coach really picked a honey of a game
By BUD OLSON
to see by viewing the North Carolina-Georgia Sugar Bowl
Joe Mann, electrical engineergame, which was rated by many as the top bowl game of the ing,
senior from Greenville, is
day.
piloting this year's
swimming
team through their various forms
Coach Howard left Clemson a few days before the
of aquatics. This is Mann's secgame, and stopped by Biloxi and Edgewater Park to
ond year as captain of the team,
and he takes a very active part by
see the two elevens work out, and aiso to renew friendcompeting for diving, freestyle,
ships with several of the three score coaches and sportsdashes, and distance swimming
writers who attended the gala occasion.
honors. Mann has taken part in
swimming and other minor sports
With the 1947 Sugar Bowl game in the books, the Clem- for
four years, while maintaining
son coach caught the next train north to attend the national a grade point ratio of 8.6.
coaches meeting in Xew York. He returned late last week
Mann graduated from Greenville High School in 1940. He was
from the Empire City.
active in school clubs, and played football his senior year.
WELCOME WALTER TILLEY
Since entering Clemson, Joe has
We would like to take this opportunity to welcome Walt- participated in varsity swimming
er Tilly of Columbia to our campus. Mr. Tilley will be con- and track. He has also taken part
nected with Coach Frank Howard's office to hold down the in intramural tioxing, football,
softball, and basketball.
position of assistant athletic director.
At the end of 1943, Mann enThe latest addition to the coaching staff attended Clemlisted in the Army, and
later
son from 1926-30, studying civil engineering. Mr. Tilley is spent three months in A. S. T. P.
a strong Clemson supporter, having been past president of training at Clemson. After going
to O. C. S., and being commisthe Celumbia-Clemson Alumni Club.
sioned at Ft Benning, he served
in the E T O. with the Third
His chief duty will be to boast the interest in the
Signal Section as Signal AdminisI P T A Y and alumni, and to take some of the duties in
trative Officer.
the front office off of Coach Howard's hands. \
While overseas, Joe was on the
Mr. Tilley is filling a position which has long been neg- Third Army swimming team, and
lected at Clemson, and we believe that the faculty, students, won second place in a three meter diving contest with a French
and I P T A Y members will work with the new director team.
in order to have closer cooperation between the athletic ofMann was discharged July 10,
1946 holding the rank of capfice, I P T A Y, alumni, and the students.
tain. He married Alice Capel of
Easley in October of last year.
LEVERMAN FAILS TO RETURN
After Joe graduates in FeburAccording to latest information. Gerald Leverman
ary, he will take a position as a
did not return to Clemson after Christmas holidays.
labratory assistant on the M. I.
Clemson's backfield suffered a great setback by this
T. Electrical Engineering
staff,
and will work part time on a
action. "Dutch" was used sparingly during the season,
graduate degree in E. E.
but his play while on the gridiron proved to be' of value,
Joe advocates a stronger emto the team. Leverman was a colorful player, and was
phasis on Clemson intra-mutral
noted for his calmness when the pressure was on. Many
sports so that everyone has an
equal chance for participation.
times opposing players seemed to have the backfield
ace trapped for a great loss, but quick thinking and a
cool head brought happy yards instead of sorryful losses.
It is our hope, as well as the students, that the "Flying
Dutchman" will return to Tigertown and don the pads
again.
DID YOU KNOW THAT . . .
. . . Six of Clemson's 14 basketballers are from Greenville?? . . . Teddy Boseilli, firey little shortstop of Clemson's
baseball team several years back, is' now navigator on President Truman's plane, "The Sacred Cow"?? . . . Baseball is
just two months away?? . . . Basketball Coach Banks McFadden hit the loop for 766 points during his hardwood career
at Clemson for an average of better than 12 digits per
game? ?

Anderson's Finest

JOHN C. CALHOUN HOTEL
Anderson, S. C.

Plenty Hep!
You will notice the way an
Arrow shirt induces a quick
maw in the girl friend.
Add a snappy Arrow tie and
matching Arrow handkerchief and, Pal, she'll be like
so much putty in your hands.

athletic director. Mr. Tilley comes
as an assistant to Coach Frank
Howard, and not as an active
coach. He will take most of the
front office work, and enable Director Howard to devote his entire time to coaching. In his
new offioe position, Mr. Tilley
will be chiefly interested in
strengthing the relationship between the I P T A Y and the
atheletic department.
Tilley is an old Clemson man.
having attended from 1926-30,
pursuing a course in civil engineering. Upon completion of his
work here, Mr. Tilley accepted
a job with the State Highway
Engineering Department, and remained in that capacity for a
number of years. During the war,
he served with the Navy.
At the present* time, Tilley is
working on a plan to have the
strongest and largest IPTAY
organization ever" known at Clemson. It is his plan to contact all
inactive members of I P T A Y,
and in that way strengthen the
athletic department financially.
All I P T A Y club presidents
are to be contacted and asked
to make constant reports to Mr.
Tilley on their activities and
future plans. A complete list of
club meetings, club officers, and
members still serving overseas
will be run from time to time
in The Tiger in order that men
who have lost contact with the
acivities may again become act
ive members of the organization.
Tilley is vitally interetsed in
more club activities, more meetings, and intra-relationship of
clubs. It is the desire of JVTr.
Tilley, as well as The Tiger, to
designate a column in each issue
of the paper, making it possible
for all Clemson supporters to
keep in contact with their respective club.
The new coach announced
three meetings of Clemson Alumni Clubs this month.
They
are January 13, Charlotte Club;
January 15, Colleton County
Club at Walterboro; January 16,
Savannah Club. Coach Howard

Stewart-Meritt Company
26 S. Main St.

Greenville, S. C.
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Hunter and "Rusty" Donkle; and
heavyweight, Louis -Ross and
Seay.
Jones announced that four ring
matches had been lined up. The
first match will be held this
Thursday night with The Citadel
in Charleston, On February 1, the
Bulldogs will play a return match
here at Clemson, and on February
13, the Carolina ring team will
pay a visit to the Clemson mat
men. The Tigers will return this
match by trading blows with the
Birds in Columbia on February
19. These are the only matches
that have been schduled,
but
Clemson will represent the Southern Conference Boxing Tournament in Durham, North Carolina
later on this year. The date for
this tourney has not been decided upon as yet.

\

A quick snap by The Tiger photographer failed to picture
the basketball which is hidden just beneath the arms of Frank
Gillespie and an unidentified Wofford player.

of clemson T KRichard
j son of -Barnwell, R.
Names of !PTAYsiRankin
' R.- Ritchie of
Clemson, T. B. Jtoach of ColumC. P. Roper of Laurens, Paul
Sanders. Jr., of Ritter, A. T. Sloan
That Have Paid bia,
of Columbia, Earl Sloan of CoJ. E. Smith of Columbia,
W. C. Smith of Johnston, E. C.
Dues Announced lumbia,
Stewart of Pineville, M. F. StewAccording to Assistant Athletic
Director Walter Tilley. the following have paid their 1947 dues to
the Clemson IPTAY Club.
R. W. Bailey of Greenville, P.
W. Bane of Mullins, B. H. Barre
of Lexington, J. M. Bates of Wateree, A. V. Bethea of Dillon. Ben
Blackley of Anderson, W. I. Blanton of Greenville, P. M. Booth of
Hartsville, W. C. "Brown, Jr. of
Belton, Wright Bryan of Atlanta,
Ga., Lt. Col. D. S. Blackwell of
U. S. Army, T. C. Biggers of
Blacksburg, Va., Lt. Col. W. M.
Campbell of U. S. Army, S. W.
Cannon of Columbia L. C. Chappell of Chevy Chase, Md., Lt. Col.
W. R. Cheves of Ft. McClellan,
Ala., Harry Cohen of Charleston,
J. G. Cunningham of Columbia,
R. B. Cureton, Columbia, Claude
Douthit of Boston, Mass., ' E. N.
DuPree of olumbia, J. S. Ehrhardt of Washington, D. C.. Dr.
J. M. Fleming of Spartanburg,
Dr. T. R. Gaines of Anderson. J.
A. Glezer of St. Louis, Mo.,' H.
T. Glenn of Savannah, Ga., H.
E. Graves of Columbia, F. M.
Gumby of Winchester, Mass., C. J.
Hayden of Athens-, Ala.
Judge L. B. Haselden of Dillon
R. T. Harris of Westminster, Col!
J. C. Henagan of Alexandria, Va.,
T. J. Hendrix of Columbia, John
Henry of Greenville, R. L. Henry
of Silver Springs, Md., C. R. Hinspn of Clemson, Mrs. G. W. Hinson of Kershaw,
H. M. Hodges of
Augusta, Ga-., L. F. Howie of
Hartsville. L. B. Huff of Clemson,
F. J. Jervey of Washington, D. C,
J. F. Johnston of Atlanta, Ga.,
R. F. Kolb of Columbia, G. F.
Klugh of Atlanta, Ga.
Also, S. E. Liles of Charlotte,
N. C, W. L. Lynn of Rock Hill,
W. J. Miller of Georgetown, E.
H. Mimms of Columbia J. A. Millins of Haddonfield, N. J., J. E. M.
Mitchell of Parkerburg, Va., J. B.
Moore of Washington, D. C, Earl
Morris of Pickens, J. B. McFadden of Clemson, W. P. Nicholson u
of Columbia, D. B. Norton of^
Charlotte, N. C, A. D. Park of
Winston-Salem. N. C., Mai. Gen.
F. L. Parks of Washington,. B. F.
Pearson of Savannah, Ga., W. W.
Player, Jr., Elliott, Major G. H.

art of Anderson, W. H. Taylor of
Batesburg, W. H. Taylor of Newman, Ga., Dr. L. P. Thackston of
Orangeburg, T. W. Thornhill of
harleston. J. Strom Thurmond of
Edgefield, L. G. Primnier of
Clarksville, Va., T. D. Trulock of
Union, J. G. Vallentine of Cope,
J. P. Voight of Summerville.
Also, S. M. Ward of New York,
J. A. White of Slater, A. W. Weiters of Toledo, Ohio, T. L. Wilheit
of Charlotte. N. C, Don Willis *f
Rock Hill, J. H. Woodward of
Clemson, L. R. Young of Charlotte, N. C.

CLEMSON (58)
F—Pruitt
F—Riddle
C—Holshouser
G—Gillespie
G—Quinn
P. C. (42)
F—Logan
F—Morrow
C— Lindsay
G—Rollins
G—Willis

::i

II
i
1!:!
::
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Dinners - Short Orders

G
1
2
7
1
3

F TP
2
4
1
4
1 15
0
2
2
8

Anderson, S. C.

South Carolina's Leading Store for Men and Boys
■Clemson's Headquarters in Greenville

HEYWARD MAH0N CO.
Greenville, S. C.

Visit Our Soda Fountain
New Shipment
Varsity Stationery

THE L. C. MARTIN DRUG CO
P. S. McCollum, Owner
*

Greenville highway just past Fruit Stand

F TP
0 12
2
4
2 IS
1
5
1
3

Anderson Coca-Cola Bottling Co.

TUK OP TOWS
M

G
6
1
7
2
1

Clemson substitutions: Long, 7;
Garren; Freeman, 2; Bell, 1;
Hendley; L. Riddle, 8. P. C. substitutions: Morgan; Mimms, 2;
Bowles; Krouse, 6. Free throws
missed: Clemson: Gillespie, 4;
Quinn, 3; Long, 2; F. Riddle. 2;
Holshouser, 2; Bell, 2; L. Riddle,
2; Hendley; Freeman. Presbyterian: Lindsey; Bowles; Krouse;
Willis.

I
Always open during and after dances

ARROW—YOUNG AMERICA'S FAVORITE SHIRT

and Mr. Tilley plan to visit all
future club meetings possible.
Any IPTAY member or
alumni who wishes additional information on Clemson activities
or any club activities may write
Walter Tilley in care of the Clemson Athletic office, and all available information will be furnished.

f~*2,ANi<

Clemson Mat Men
Fight Bulldogs
Thursday There
With Jess than a week before
their first encounter, the Clemson boxing team is having some
heavy workouts under the capable direction of Coach Bob Jones.
The pugilists are now working out
daily in an effort to get in shape
before .traveling to Charleston
for their initial ring match with
The Citadel.
Coach Jones has boxers
in
eight weight divisions punching
the bag trying to keep
their
weight in the required circle for
each division. Most of the men
are new in Clemson boxing circles, but some fine floor work
and hard punches can be expected this year.
The leatherpushers in training now, along with their respective division, are
batamweight, Lindsay and Price; featherweight, Goodman and Orr;
lightweight,
Pulkinen; welterweight, Brown and Hurley; senior welterweight, Bill Brown and
Todd; middleweight, Murray and
Mamey; light heavyweight, Bill

A rangy, fast breaking quintet
of Wake Forest defeated a much
■smaller Clemson five last Wednesday night by a score of 58-43.
This was the Tigers' first Southern Conference test.
The Deacons stretched into the
atmosphere with much greater
height than the diminutive Tigers,
and held complete control of the
backboard throughout the game.
Only in the first few minutes of
the game were the Tigers out in
front The Deacons then pulled
out into the lead, never to be
headed again. The visitors led at
half-time 43-22.
Seldom did the Tigers get a
tip-off, a backboard rebound, and
missed several "snow birds." The
Tigers proved they were weak on
foul shots.
The lineups for the Wake
Forest-Clemson game:
CLEMSON (43)
G F TP
F—Pruitt
5 1 11
F—F. Riddle
2 1
5
C—Holshouser ... 3 2
8
G—Gillespie
1 3
5
G—Quinn
3 1
7
W. FOREST (58) G F TP
F—Kaylor
8 1 17
F—Lougee
2 0
4
C—Patton
4 1
9
G—O'Quinn
3 0
6
G—Holmes
5 0 10
Clemson substitutions: L. Riddle, 3; Long; Garren, 2; Bell, 1;
Hendley. 1. Wake Forest substitutions: Hicks; Jackson; Henry,
2; Johnson; Lyles, 2; Walters, '8.
Free throws missed: Clemson: L.
Riddle, 2; Pruitt; F. Riddle, 2;
Gillespie, 7; Holshouser. Wake
Forest: Lougee; Patton, 2; Lyles;
Walters, 5; O'Quinn, 3; Holmes,
3.

Clemson's hard charging basketballers overcame a fighting Presbyterian Colleg* five on the Tiger
home court last Tuesday night before a full house. At the final bell,
the home club was on the long end
of a 58-42 score.
The fine backboard play of
Holshouser, and excellent floor
work of "General" Pruitt was the
feature of the Clemson play. Herbert Lindsay, rangy Presbyterian
center, was a constant threat all
during the game, especially in his
play under the basket. The P. C.
pivot man proved that he couTd
shoot at almost any angle, and
sank 15 points for the visitors.
However, Holshouser took individual scoring honors by putting
16 points through the loop.
The game was marked with constant excitement, and both teams
were constantly fighting for the
ball, causing many toss-ups. The
refereeing was none too good at
times, and met with disapproval
of the students from both schools.
After June Pruitt, high scoring
forward of the Tiger quintet, sank
a goal on the first tip-off of the
game, the McFadden (men were
never headed. At intermission, the
home boys were out in front by
a 29-17 score.
This victory marked the third
in a row for the Tigers in state
competition, and as yet, have not
tasted defeat from another Palmetto five. The Tigers will leave
this week to make a tour of the
Old North Stae, meeting Wake
Forest and N. C. State, before returning to the Sandlapper State.
The next home game for the
team will tie on January 24 with
The Citadel.
The lineups for the P. CClemson game:'
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Clemson Agricultural Experts
Attend Southern Association Meet
New Ag Developments
To Be Principal
Topic
—♦—

SOUTH CAROLINA

2562

NORTH CAR. & GEORGIA

224-

OTHER SOUTHERN STATES \QZ

SOUTH CAROLINA 86.4%

OTHER 5TATE5

OTHER SOUTHERN AREAS IT.0%

TOTAL ENROLLMEMT

OTHER SECTIONS

WHERE THE

CLEMSON

267»

5TUDENT5 COME FROM

FIRST SEMESTER.

1946-1947

New Shipment of Oemson "T" Shirts Just Arrived
Esquire and Kiwi Polish
Blue Stars and Gold Bars

JUDGE KELLER
Good Merchandise At Reasonable Prices

HOME FURNISHINGS
Radio Repair and Records

Burdett Bros. Furniture

Campbell Leads
Campus Singing
*■

Former Army Captain George
Campbell, popular group singing
leader, returns to Clemson after
five years to lead student and
local groups in singing. Campbell
will be here on January 14-23.
Campbell, who is originally of
Cincinatti, Ohio, was connected
for fifteen years with the National Y. M. C. A.
He was later
made
music
chairman for the Kiwanis International, and soon thereafter
assumed the position of music
director at George Williams College in Chicago. Before the war
Mr. Campbell made an annual
tour of 177 different high schools,
colleges and universities, including Clemson, as assembly music
leader and convocation speaker.

Inspections Rate
Corps Excellent
—-♦—

'Expert Service'

BODIFORD CLEANERS
We Also Do Alterations

Clemson was recently inspected by Major Paul L. Phelan,
S-3, Headquarters of the South
Carolina Military District, and
his two assistants, Major Stanley
A. Williamson and Major Charles
M. Gibson.
In giving Clemson the overall rating of excellent, the inspecting offifcers found that all
divisions and phases of the school
military staff, instruction,
and
equipment were abnormally good
and in the best of condition or
repair.
The inspecting officers
had no suggestions to make for
the betterment of school facilities.

Rhyne and Taylor Go
To Language Meeting
♦—

Clemson, S. C

STONE BROTHERS
Civilian and Military Clothes

Dr. O P. Rhyne, professor of
Modern Languages, and Dr. Rupert Taylor, professor of English
attended the Modern Language
Association of America meeting,
which was held in Washington,
D. C, DecemDer 27-30.
The host college for the fourday meeting was George Washington University in Washington.

Greenville, S. C.

108 X. Main St.

Always Something New!
Student & Household Supplies

HOKE SLOAN
"OUTFITTERS TO CLEMSON MEN"

—♦—

High Post Goes
To R. A. McGinty

Miss Graham Releases
Report on Progress
Of Clemson Library
—■*■—

Students Buy Stamps
In T. B. Sale Drive

When Teddy Roosevelt cautioned folks to "Speak softly, but
carry a big stick," he probably
didn't have in mind the Clemson
"rat," but his famous words apply
as aptly to freshmen as they
d:d to United States foreign policy wayback about the time of
the Spanish-American war.
Every newcomer to Clemson
learns during the early part of
his stay that it pays to be extremely diplomatic in the presence
of an upperclassman. but he has
one ace in the hole, and that's
pooling.
Pooling is a time-honored custom' at Clemson that more or less
grew out of the "rat" system, because a body has to have some
means or other of protecting himself against undue danger to his
southern exposures.
Of course, pooling isn't used
s;mply as an equal and opposite
reaction to "chopping." Cadets
who have birthdays or who receive promotions in cadet rank
are punished with equally swift

justice. In fact, anyone who is
promoted to anything had better
watch out, that's all. Even Oscar
gets it.
To tell the truth, no one knows
just who the first person pooled
at Clemson was, and in a school
there might be a pooling going
on at the very moment, it would
hardly do for anyone to speculate
as to who the last was. It is hard
even to tell how far back the
custom goes, although it is rumored that the graduating class
that donated the reflection pool
had in mind a permanent location
for poolings. I wouldn't know
about that.
At any rate, we can be sure
that pooling is here to stay. Doctors agree that water is beneficial to man, and prevents many
of the ills to which he is heir,
especially when taken in a small
glass. Besides, a sport that is
good, clean (?) fun is equally
adaptable to all the four seasons,
and has the added advantage bf
doing no harm to anyone but,the
poolee himself, who has no say-so
in the matter anyhow, cannot perish from the earth,

"Nothing but the Best'

SEE

Clemson Represented
At Presbyterian Meet;
Morris Outlines Trip

At the Presbyterian Student
Association meeting last Wednesday night, Earle Morris, arts and
Sciences Sopomore of Pickens,
gave a brief talk on his and Dr.
S. J. L. Crouch's recent trip to
the Presbyterian Youth Convention On World
Missions. The
quadrennial conference was held
at Nashville, Tennessee,
from
December 27, to December 30,
and Morris was the representative
chosen by the Presbytrian Student Association.
Morris reported that over two
thousand Presbyterian boys and
girls attended the convention,
which was highlighted by outstanding ministers, missionaries,
and laymen who spoke on subjects relative to* world missions.
Dr. Crouch, pastor of the Fort
Hill Presbyterian Church, led a
discussion group.
The covention is held
every
four years so that every college
generation may have an opportunity to attend. The program
covered every phase of foreign
and home mission work and college students were given an opportunity to study how
they
might participate in this work in
business, medicine,
education,
ministry, or other careers.
The topic for the next meeting
will be "The Sabbath Observance" and will be conducted in
the form of a discussion by Dr.
R. A. McGinty, vice-head of Crouch.
the school of agriculture, was elected chairman of the Southeastern
Experiment Station Directors at
a meeting of the Land Grant Colleges at Chicago. Included on this,
board of directors are representatives from thirteen states in this
regionOthers from Clemson who atA Progress Report issued retended this meeting, which was cently
by Miss Cornelia Graham,
held during the Christmas Holi- Librarian,
announced some infordays, were Dr. R. tf. Poole. H. P. mation relative
the Clemson
Cooper, dean of the school of Library. Increasedtocirculation,
adagriculture; S. B. Earle, dean of ditional equipment, new periodithe school of engineering; D. W. cals and books, and other items
Watkins, head of the extension are included in the report.
Circulation has increased more
than one hundred per cent since
one year ago. The Music Room
and Browsing Room are b^g
used by increasing numbers of
students and some new leather
chairs and sofas have been reCollege students bought $100.00 ceived for use in the rooms. New
worth of stamps of the $774.00 shelving has been added to the
worth which was the sum of Tu- Duplicate Room.
Twenty-seven new titles have
berculosis Seal stamps bought by
the Clemson community in the been added for 1947 to build up
Christmas Tuberculosis Seal Sale the files of scientific and technical periodicals.
'
Drive.
Several years ago the Library
Company "A"' led the other
companies with a purchase of was invited to join the Library
Congress Cooperative PurchasS18.00, for which feat members of of
ing Project. This group sent sevthe company were excused from eral
to Europe to purreveille one morning. The final chaselibrarians
literary and
average for the cadet crops as a technicaloutstanding
works published in Euwhole was approximately eigh- rope during the war years. These
teen cents per man.
books are arriving at the library
and include engineering and agriNOTICE
cultural publications.
Any Clemson cadet leaving a
For the information of English
pair of glasses in an automobile students, several hundred new
when hitch-hiking to Anderson books have been added for parallel
can get the glasses at The Tiger reading.
office today.

Evans 5 & 10c Store

For Men's Wear

28 New Members .
Tapped Into Company

LT,. COL. RALPH D. CROSBY

Clemson Cafeteria
In The ay"

Home Cooked Meals Served
Three Times Daily

ALBERT J. TKACKSTO?*

Thackston And Crosby Top Military
Department; Both Clemson GraiIS
By J. Moore

*

Clemson's military department
is headed by two former Clemson
students. The Professor of Military Science and Tactics is Colonel
Albert J. Thackston, Jr.. a graduate of the class of 1926, and
the assistant PMS & T is Lt. Col.
Ralph D. Crosbv, a graduate of
the class of 1938.
After graduating from Clemson
in 1926, Colonel Thackston was recommended by the College as an
honor graduate to the War Department for a commission in the
Regular _ Army. Receiv'ng his
commission in the summer of
1926, his first duty was with the
22nd Infantry at Fort McPherson and later at Fort Oglethorpe.
In 1928-29, after attending the
Army Tank School at Fort Meade,
Md., Colonel Thackston went to
Infantry School, Fort Benning,
Ga.. for a Company Officer's
Course and later to the Army
Signal School.
By November 1943, Colonel
Thackston had completed tours of
duty on many bases, both foreign
and state side. These tours of
duty were in Panama, Fort McClellan, Ala., Fort William McKinley, Philippines, and Pettic
Barracks, Zamboaga, in Southern
Mindanao, where he commanded
the only U. S. Army Company of
Moros (Mohammendan). Leaving
the tropics, Colonel Thackston
was sent to Iceland where he received the coveted Legion of Merit
Medal, not once, but twice. One
medal was for work in processing
our unit through the port and
settling it in Iceland, and the
other was for work in relieving
British troops and establishing
the American Command.
Returning to the United States
Colonel Thackston was assigned
to the War Department General

Pooling Exposed As Outgrowth Of
Rat System, Excessive Chopping
BY HOWELL ARTHUR

"Complete Outfitters for Students"

A large number of the faculty of the School of Agriculture
and Extension Service Specialists
will attend the Southern Association of Agriculturalists meeting
in Biloxi, Mississippi, on Janu
ary 15-17.
This meeting will bring together the various divisions of
the agriculture fields, such as
agronomy, animal husbandry, and
horticulture. All new develop
ments in agriculture will be discussed, each division being required to present an individual
program.
Those attending from Clemson
will be: Dr. H. P. Cooper, Dean
of the School of Agriculture; Dr.
G. H. Collings, E. B. Eskew and
W H Garman of the Agronomy
Department; Drs. G. M. Armstrong and C. H. Arndt of the
Bacteriology and Botany Departments; Dr. W. T. Ferrier of the
Agricultural Economics Department; L. O. Van Blaricom, of
Horticulture Manufactures; and
O B. Garrison of the Horticulture Department.
Also, J. P. LaMaster and S. P.
Marshall of the Dairying Department; E. D. Godbey of the Animal
Husbandry Department;
C- L
Morgan of the Poultry Department; G. B. Nutt and W. P. Law
of the Agricultural-Engineering
Department; with C. S. Patrick
and N. B. Goebal representing the
College farm and forest divisions.
From the Experiment Station,
Extension Service and U. S. D. A.
at Clemson, the following men
will attend the meeting: R. A.
McGinty,
vice-director of the
experiment station; R. H. Garrison, seed certifier; H. A. Wood-

le and W. H. Craven, extension
agronomists; C. V. Phagan, extension agricultural engineer and
H. C. Gauger, extension poultryman.
Also, F. L. McNatt, fertilizer
representative;
W. R Paden,
Agronomy Research Department;
J. K. Park, U. S. A. agricultural engineering specialist and
J. P Bregger, U. S D. A horticulturist.

Moore Named Regimental Commander
Of Sou!hern Pershing Rifle Groups
William H. Moore, arts and
sciences sophomore of Sandy
Springs, has been elected Regimental Commander of the Fourth
Regiment which includes units at
Clemson, University of Tennessee,
Louisiana State University, and
Virginia Polytechnic Institute.
Jacques R. Shepard, arehitectual
junior of Washington. D. C, has
been elected Commanding Officer of Clemson's Company C,
Fourth Regiment.
Other officers elected at this
time were: Regimental Executive,
Brice E. Lytle, mechanical eng-neermg senior of Fort MillRegimental Adjutant, Henry N.
Black, agricultural engineering
sophomore of Ruffin; Companv
Executive, L. S. Swygert, horticultural sophomore of WaterlooPlatoon Leader, N. C. Brackett,
architectural junior of Pickens;
First Sergeant, H. L. Herndon
animal husbandry sophomore of
Ehrhardt; Company Clerk, W. L.
Giallard, pre-med junior of Williamston.
Twenty-eight new members
nave been taken into the organization. They are W. D. Atkinson,
H. S. Corey, J. E. Cox, C. R. Dubose P E. Dugger, R. A. Fant;
H. L. Herndon, J. C. Hickerson,
T. A. Jackson. N. F. Jeffcoat, P.
R. Lunsford, J. H. Moore, B. E.
feytu' -?• ,S- May> C- B- Morris,
R. H. Taylor, E. C. Thornton, P
N. Trakas, J. E. Williams, D B
Plyler, J. L. Lucas. J. H. Richbourg, J. R. Shepard, J. T. Stevens, L. S. Swygert, H. W.
Vaughn, J. T. Vehorn, and M M.
Wood. .
Among the activities planned
by the unit for the ensuing year
are the participation in fancy
drill competition between other
units in this command and the
selection of an honorary Cadet
Captain to be chosen at the annual banquet during Mid-Winters
dance.

Staff, where he was awarded the
Army Commendation Ribbon for
services well rendered.
In December 1945, Colonel
Thackston reported for duty at
Clemson, his. Alma Mater, as
Professor of Military Science and
Tactics.
Lt. Col. Ralph D. Crosby enter
ed military service in August
1940 and was placed in the 94th
Ant'tank Battalion at Fort "Benning, Ga., After various tours of
duty, he departed for oversea"
service in 1942, participating in
combat operations in France, Bel—♦—
gium, * Holland and Germany.
Senior students in pre-mediWhile serving in these theatres.
the colonel was presented the cine were given a five and one
Bronze Star Medal and eight cam- half hour Professional Aptitude
test on Saturday, January 11.
paign stars.
This test was administered on a
Returning to the States for a nationwide basis and is to be used
well earned leave and reassign- as auxiliary evidence in prement, Col. Crosby entered the paration for medical study.
Freshmen medical students for
Command and General Staff
fall of 1947 are required to
School. Finishing this course he the
stand the test. This was the only
received his discharge, and began regularly scheduled time at which
employment with the Veterans applicants could take the examination.
Administration at Clemson.
Professor John D. Lane of the
Later, after receiving appoint- English
Department was designatment in the Regular Army, Col. ed Institutional Examiner for
Crosby was assigned assistant those taking the test at Clemson
College.
PMS & T at Clemson.

Fre-Medicine Men
Take Aptitude Test

The Cadets Meet
At

THE TIGER'S DEN
"TILLIE" HAYWOOD
Owner
Hamburgers

Hot Dogs
On The Corner

TRAVEL M BUS

I

Economical... Safe

TRAVEL IN SAFE COMFORT
FROM CLEMSON TO

Clemson .
Anderson
Anderson _
Abbeville _.
Greenwood
Greenwood
Newberry _
Greenwood
Saluda
Columbia _

I Anderson
I Abbeville
I Greenwood
Newberry
Saluda
Columbia

AM AMlPMjPM
LV740 1100 358|-715
AR815 1135 4451 750
LV850 1200 450| 815
1000 1201 545!
AR1030J 1501 615 935
630
LV1035|
745
AR1145
945
LV1030I 150
1030
LV1120I 250
AR1240 420 850 1155

"I Anderson
I Laurens
Clinton

FROM CLEMSON TO

I Union
I Chester
Great Falls
Lancaster
Rock HOI

AM
_ LV 715
_ AR855
_ LV 855
_
910
_ ARlOlO
_ LV1010
_
1108
_ LV1130
-_ AR1130
_ AR1159
_ LV 213
_ AR300
_ LV1130
TRAVELING TIME IS PRECIOUS TIME
__ AR1200
Rock Hill
Light face type denotes AM Time; Bold Face PM

REMEMBER

\nderson
Laurens Laurens _
Clinton _
Union —
Union —
Chester _
Richburg Jet.
Richburg Jet.
Lancaster
Richburg Jet.
Great Falls _
Richburg Jet.

PM
1250

PM
615
.755
755
810
910
910
1000
1020

6551 825
62511000
650 1045
530 730 1020
600 820 1050

CALL 3481 FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ON FARES AND SCHEDULES
PURCHASE OUR COMMUTER BOOK 33% OFF OF REGULAR RIDERS

CAROLINA STAGES,
is owned and operated by an old Clemson man Hamish Turner, Class of 1929. Your interests are his.

